Gilbert honda

Secure a refined ride with advanced driver-assist features when you step into the latest Honda
Accord sedan, available now. With three body styles available and a range of fuel-efficient and
sporty powertrains, the Honda Civic is the compact car to beat, so test drive one today.
Discover Honda's top-selling SUV with a tour and test drive of the new Honda CR-V, sporting a
spacious and refined cabin with the latest tech features. Enjoy seating for up to eight in three
roomy rows in your family's new Honda Odyssey minivan. With advanced cabin technologies,
what's not to love about this Honda? Honda of Superstition Springs welcomes drivers
throughout the Phoenix and Tempe, Arizona areas and beyond to shop and visit our full-service
Honda dealership. The team at our new and used car dealership in Mesa, AZ is eager to find
solutions to your automotive needs, so don't hesitate to contact us for research, finance or
service assistance today. Our conveniently located Honda dealership boasts extended
operating hours so that you can always find the time to drop by, and we've made many of our
services available right here on our website! Take a few minutes to browse our online
resources, including our array of new and pre-owned Honda automobiles for sale , and be sure
to give us a call with any and all questions. Our staff of auto sales, financing, parts and service
professionals looks forward to providing you with the information you need to enhance your
driving experience around Arizona and beyond! Our dealership has a fully stocked inventory of
brand new models to explore, so whether you're looking for a fully-loaded Honda Civic or a
spacious new Odyssey minivan, we have a stylish model in stock for you in a variety of trims,
colors and configurations! Learn about how you can trade in your current vehicle to upgrade to
one of our sleek new Honda automobiles for sale now; remember to contact our team now or
make use of our online resources! Get the auto financing that you need to drive home in a new
Honda Civic or Pilot when you contact our finance department today. We'll review the steps
involved in the loan application process and can even review your bad credit financing options
if you're working with a less than perfect credit score. Don't let past financial mishaps to dictate
your purchase of a new or pre-owned Honda; send over a completed credit application via our
secure Honda website now! Our in-house finance department staff is here for you with a range
of auto loan solutions. Bring your new or used car over for an oil change or tire inspection now,
where the factory-trained and certified technicians in our service department eagerly await your
arrival. Our services are competitively priced, and we have a number of useful parts and service
specials to take advantage of, which makes staying on top of the manufacturer's recommended
maintenance schedule a breeze. Contact our service center team to get your appointment
booked or use our online form to schedule your Honda service today! Our Honda dealership
near Phoenix, AZ has impressive pre-owned vehicles to explore as well, so if you're in the
market for a quality used car, SUV, minivan or pickup truck that provides for both your comfort
and safety while on the road, shop and visit Honda of Superstition Springs now! Explore our
collection of Honda Certified Pre-Owned CPO models for a nearly-new version of your favorite
Honda model, complete with an updated factory warranty! We'll go over the multi-point
inspection process of your used vehicle of choice has endured and will get you set up with a
test drive so that you can experience the refined cabins of a pre-owned Honda for yourself. Why
maintain or upgrade your Honda with just any components when you can choose genuine
Honda parts? At Honda of Superstition Springs, our dedicated parts department carries the
factory-replacement parts and authentic Honda accessories for every Honda model, including
yours! Contact our Honda parts specialists today or send us a parts request online now so that
we can start compiling the correct parts for your at-home auto maintenance or vehicle upgrade.
Remember that our Honda service center is always available should you seek professional parts
installation. Our new and used Honda dealership in Mesa, AZ proudly serves drivers within our
local community as well as the nearby areas of Phoenix and Tempe, so don't hesitate to reach
out to our team now! We welcome you to explore our dealership services online before you visit
us. Our dealership team looks forward to learning more about your automotive needs and
getting you behind the wheel of a stylish new or pre-owned Honda soon. Start shopping on our
website now, where you can discover the value of your trade-in vehicle , schedule a test drive
and so much more! Call Us. Open Today! New Inventory. Used Inventory. New Specials.
Certified Used Inventory. Schedule Service. Your browser does not support HTML5 video. Value
Your Trade. Search for Cars by make, model, year. Pick A Model Accord. Honda Financial
Services. Honda Services and Repair. Quality Pre-Owned Vehicles. Quality Pre-Owned Vehicles
Our Honda dealership near Phoenix, AZ has impressive pre-owned vehicles to explore as well,
so if you're in the market for a quality used car, SUV, minivan or pickup truck that provides for
both your comfort and safety while on the road, shop and visit Honda of Superstition Springs
now! Genuine Honda Parts Available. Genuine Honda Parts Available Why maintain or upgrade
your Honda with just any components when you can choose genuine Honda parts? Shop Honda
of Superstition Springs Today. Shop Honda of Superstition Springs Today Our new and used

Honda dealership in Mesa, AZ proudly serves drivers within our local community as well as the
nearby areas of Phoenix and Tempe, so don't hesitate to reach out to our team now! Use for
comparison purposes. Your mileage will vary depending on how you drive and maintain your
vehicle, driving conditions and other factors. Model tested with standard side airbags SAB.
These vehicles show consumers sample vehicles that may be available. Pricing, Options, Color
and other data pertaining to these vehicles are provided for example. All information pertaining
to these vehicles should be independently verified through the dealer. Make Model Year. Price
and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Recent Arrival! The
staff was super helpful and friendly through the whole process and they have really low prices.
Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure.
And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for
details. Some restrictions apply. Call now to schedule your test drive! Disinfectant methods or
claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent
transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Number of Previous Owners: Owner count not
provided. The sales person was very personable, and knowledgeable. He explained all the
features and after purchase helped us set up our phones, media, etc. The purchase negotiations
were fair and pleasant. The finance and paperwork questions were explained fully. We were very
happy how we were treated, and are happy to recommend Right Honda. New Price! CR-V EX.
Showcase Honda proudly serving the following communities Phoenix, Scottsdale. Went to
check out a car. These guys are [non-permissible content removed] - very misleading
advertising. We had to replace a totaled car and we found the perfect car for the budget and
Adam even helped me drop off my rent car after purchase! Up to two complimentary oil changes
within the first year of ownership. This vehicle has been fully inspected by our technicians and
is an AutoNation Certified Unit and includes a Limited Warranty good for 90 days or miles
Whichever comes first. Call or click for an appointment. Advertised prices are subject to tax,
title, license, registration, dealer documentary fee, and finance charges. Most vehicles are
subject to reconditioning fees and costs for dealer installed accessories. These fees and costs
are not included in the advertised price. Second key, floor mats, or owners manual may not be
available on all pre-owned vehicles. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the
accuracy of this data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these
pages. Prices subject to change. Vehicles are subject to prior sale. Customer service was
fantastic very warm and helpful staff. Helped us in every way possible to get my family a new
car. Vroom is a national online retailer that allows you to shop thousands of high-quality
vehicles online, delivered straight to you contact-free. With Vroom, browse and shop through an
extensive inventory of low-mileage, competitively priced cars, and trucks available for
purchase, with easy online financing and new inventory added every day. Buy your next vehicle
from Vroom, have it delivered straight to you, and never visit a dealership again. Have a car to
trade-in? Vroom offers hassle-free, no obligation quotes and they will even pick it up. Learn
more at Vroom. Vroom only sells cars and trucks with clean titles, that are free of fire, flood and
frame damage and have accident-free CARFAX vehicle history reports at the time of purchase
and sale. Every Vroom vehicle must also pass safety, mechanical and cosmetic inspections
before it is sold. If a vehicle does not meet Vroom's retail standards, they do not list the vehicle
for sale on the site. Contact the dealer for delivery details, restrictions and costs. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Within 50 miles. Search radius. Home
delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and
Drivetrain Transmission Automatic Manual 1. Engine Type Gas Cylinders 4 cylinders Fuel
Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. Are
You Getting a Good Deal? New Listing. No accidents. Know The Deal. Dealer Review: The staff
was super helpful and friendly through the whole process and they have really low prices. Five
Star Dealer. Dealer Review: Went to check out a car. Dealer Review: Customer service was
fantastic very warm and helpful staff. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of listings. Sign Up. Make
Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Recent Arrival! We went looking for a truck
for my adult son and we found a clean Ford Explorer Sport Trac. It was very clean and in great
shape with low mileage. We got a good deal and Jeff treated us great. We were in and out of
there in about an hour. Would buy from them again. Up to two complimentary oil changes within
the first year of ownership. SiriusXM Day Trial. The sales person was very personable, and
knowledgeable. He explained all the features and after purchase helped us set up our phones,
media, etc. The purchase negotiations were fair and pleasant. The finance and paperwork
questions were explained fully. We were very happy how we were treated, and are happy to
recommend Right Honda. I bought a used car in this place, I gave my car in exchange but they
didn't paid it off. I checked my Honda Financhial account and it still appears to be active for the
old car that I already delivered to them 2 weeks ago, and the entire sum is still pending. I went to

the dealer to ask for explanations. But nothing.. It seems that my car has disappeared and I
don't have a document showing that I delivered my car to them. Now I'm forced find an attorney
to facing that problem But honestly I didn't think to being scammed in a Honda dealership. In
the past 5 years I changed 3 Honda in three Different Honda dealership in a different states and
always has been a good transactions with a professional and very good sellers. Best of all the
price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price
is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some
restrictions apply. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these
products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Odometer is
miles below market average! Advertised prices are subject to tax, title, license, registration,
dealer documentary fee, and finance charges. Most vehicles are subject to reconditioning fees
and costs for dealer installed accessories. These fees and costs are not included in the
advertised price. Second key, floor mats, or owners manual may not be available on all
pre-owned vehicles. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data,
we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Prices subject to
change. Vehicles are subject to prior sale. Very nice and professional employees. Gave me a lot
of options for finance and worked with my schedule. It comes with a 6 Cylinder engine. Don't sit
on this decision for long Vroom is a national online retailer that allows you to shop thousands
of high-quality vehicles online, delivered straight to you contact-free. With Vroom, browse and
shop through an extensive inventory of low-mileage, competitively priced cars, and trucks
available for purchase, with easy online financing and new inventory added every day. Buy your
next vehicle from Vroom, have it delivered straight to you, and never visit a dealership again.
Have a car to trade-in? Vroom offers hassle-free, no obligation quotes and they will even pick it
up. Learn more at Vroom. Vroom only sells cars and trucks with clean titles, that are free of fire,
flood and frame damage and have accident-free CARFAX vehicle history reports at the time of
purchase and sale. Every Vroom vehicle must also pass safety, mechanical and cosmetic
inspections before it is sold. If a vehicle does not meet Vroom's retail standards, they do not list
the vehicle for sale on the site. You can buy with confidence! Bill Luke Santan's price is based
on Kelley Blue Book Price AdvisorTM - which allows you to see what other Arizona residents
have paid for the same year, make and model of vehicle while considering vehicle mileage. See
dealer for details or visit Just came from the dealership. My wife wanted a different car after 5
years. They had a few, found an MKC she liked. The sales guy wrote everything up to see what
they would give for trade. I'm sorry but this is where most buyers have access to this thing
called the internet, where a great deal of research gets done before we step on the lot! He said
the guy was jerking my chain and to walk away. So I explained to the sales guy, 1, the offer is
insulting. I didn't appreciate being insulted and demanded our keys. If I plug in the details on
KBB. I'll tell you where, out of the fact that I told him he was insulting and was losing a sale. So
then the sales guy, trying to save the sale says, sell your jeep outright and come back. If that's
how you treat people, by taking advantage of them, then you can KMA! Now I know we aren't
going to get private seller pricing on a trade in and I know some dealerships will be higher and
some lower on trade in but this was the most insulting experience I have ever had at a
dealership and I've sold cars for a little bit years ago, so I understand some of the process. Of
course we didn't have as educated a buyer back then because of how the internet information
has exploded. So I'm putting this out as a combat veteran and retired police officer, to any of my
fellow vets and first responders, don't waste your time at Bill Luke dealerships! He said it was
an isolated incident and that his staff would be reprimanded. He asked how he could make it up
to us, as he understands the importance of positive vs negative reviews and experiences,
especially with the veteran community, which he has had dealings with in Sierra Vista. I was
concerned that this was just an appeasement and that his offer may have lacked sincerity, as a
form of lip service. I did appreciate that he had reached out however, so I further explained what
had happened and told him I would give his store a second chance to repair an insulting
encounter into a positive exchange. I offered my terms which included finding us a similar car
to the one my wife wanted, which had since been sold, I asked for a fair market price on trade in,
a discounted price on the sale of the new used vehicle and I asked for a written apology from
the sales person and the manager on that night, both who insulted us. Lastly, I asked that we
not have to see the sales person or the manager as that would cause another issue if I had to
look at them or thought they were benefitting in anyway, from this potential sale. Nothing I
asked for was unreasonable and I waited for a reply. My thoughts were, if he agreed or even
countered, then he was sincere. If he declined, then I would be assured that his seemingly
caring response was in reality, a duplicitous attempt to get me to roll over on the truth. The truth
being that their store and practices were insulting, unprofessional and deceitful. Of course that
was from a bygone era, certainly not found today, where the public is much more educated,

where information on values and costs is so easily available on smart devices and phones alike.
So my recommendation NOW, as it was the night this awful experience happened to my wife
and I, is to steer clear of Bill Luke stores. For all I know, this behavior gets high fives from the
leadership at Bill Luke stores. However, not all is negative â€” this experience forced us to look
at the competition for Bill Luke car sales and what we found was a great experience at the
Courtesy group of car sales stores. Courtesy gave us more than double that on trade in! A deal
too good to be true? So thank you to Bill Luke Santan sales staff the manager on that night and
the General Sales Manager for making sure we never went back to Bill Luke stores. So the
Courtesy stores made money yesterday on a car sale, took in a great trade that will also make
them money, they can show another unit sold this month and they did it with professionalism
and integrity. But hey, maybe you can try Bill Luke Santan and see if your experience is
differentâ€¦or not. For us, we will let our world know that the Courtesy Stores are the place to
go. When you have a choice on where to spend your hard earned money, courtesy, vs.
SummaryWelcome to Scottsdale Auto Group. Welcome to Scottsdale Auto Group. Our team
strives to make your next vehicle purchase hassle free. Vehicle DetailsThe interior and exterior
are flawless on this unit. You can't tell this vehicle is pre-owned. I am a little bit late on this
review! However as I am considering another purchase, I know where I will be going when the
time is right. I bought a Chevrolet Corvette from Adam in April of last year. The process could
not have been smoother, or more relaxed. The car was exactly what he said, and he was more
personable than anyone at any dealer is been to. Truly felt I was valued as a customer, and
Adam went far beyond what anyone could expect to answer questions, and make sure I was
comfortable. Please do not hesitate to give these gentlemen a ring for your needs! We had to
replace a totaled car and we found the perfect car for the budget and Adam even helped me
drop off my rent car after purchase! The following items have been reconditioned on this
vehicle: all new tires! Great Knowledge on Trucks and did everything to get the Truck to me at
the plans priced. I am almost always here at the store personally to make sure you have the
finest possible shopping experience as you look over our inventory of some of the finest
pre-owned vehicles available anywhere. I pick out every single vehicle available here myself so
that I can offer great vehicle to you and your family. Wheels In Motion is a Carfax Advantage
dealer and that means that every vehicle comes with a free Carfax Report for your viewing.
Wheels In Motion offers a relaxed pressure free shopping experience in the comfort of our
air-conditioned indoor showroom. Anthony Herrmann provides superb customer service and
the entire staff was welcoming. Contact the dealer for delivery details, restrictions and costs.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Within 50 miles. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Bed Length Short Bed Engine Details
Transmission Automatic Engine Type Gas Cylinders 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing
Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. Are You Getting a Good Deal?
No accidents. Know The Deal. New Listing. Close Overstockvehicles. Five Star Dealer. Price
Drop. Lemon history. Dealer Review: Just came from the dealership. Dealer Review: I am a little
bit late on this review! Dealer Review: Great Knowledge on Trucks and did everything to get the
Truck to me at the plans priced. Showing 1 - 18 out of 65 listings. Sign Up. Make Model Year.
Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Up to two
complimentary oil changes within the first year of ownership. The sales person was very
personable, and knowledgeable. He explained all the features and after purchase helped us set
up our phones, media, etc. The purchase negotiations were fair and pleasant. The finance and
paperwork questions were explained fully. We were very happy how we were treated, and are
happy to recommend Right Honda. Number of Previous Owners: Owner count not provided.
Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure.
And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for
details. Some restrictions apply. Thank you for visiting another one of AutoNation Honda
Chandler's online listings! Only vehicles that pass this inspection can be sold as Certified. With
all records included, drive away confidently knowing the complete history of this Honda Civic
Sedan LX. This gently driven vehicle has been well-kept and still has the showroom shine.
When this vehicle was shipped from the factory, Honda decided that no option should be left off
of this magnificent automobile. So, if you're in the market for a Honda Civic Sedan LX that is
equipped with copious amounts of options, then we may just have the perfect vehicle to suit
your needs. Call now to schedule your test drive! Disinfectant methods or claims should not be
deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus,
illness or disease. Odometer is miles below market average! SiriusXM Day Trial. Chris from
Gilbert Horne Kia was a huge help in finding a vehicle that best suited me. Craig and Ryan from
Horne Motors were great in making the buying process seamless and efficient. Would
recommend these great people to anyone. Any No. Smooth and fuel-efficient performance is

near the top of the list. Most Civics come with a 1. A comfortable ride, a spacious interior and
very good safety scores buff out the Civic's appeal. Whether you're commuting to work, running
errands or going with a few friends for a night out, the Civic will be an agreeable companion.
Entry-level LX models come equipped with inch steel wheels, full power accessories,
air-conditioning, a tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel, a one-piece fold-down rear seatback and
cruise control. Financing available through banks, credit unions, secondary lenders and
in-house financing to accommodate ALL credit situations. Rates as low as 2. Programs
available for first time buyers. Disclaimer: Information deemed reliable, but not guaranteed.
Interested parties should confirm all data before making a purchase decision. All prices and
specifications are subject to change without notice. Prices do not include additional fees such
as taxes, title and registration fees, finance charges, dealer document preparation fees, and
emission testing and compliance charges. Internet special price may not be compatible with
subsidized subprime financing. Second key, floor mats, and owners manual may not be
available on all pre-owned vehicles. I contacted Ideal Cars and Tina answered my inquiry
immediately, thus the 1 star. Husband and I walked over to the vehicle. It was nasty and in no
way ready to be shown. Mike finally came out and pointed to the opposite direction the other
side of the huge lot. He then told us that he guesses that it was not on their lot. Tina than told us
that the vehicle had been sent to Apache Jct. We were told that it would take 2 days, only to be
called while on our way back home. We went back as they wanted to have us test drive the
vehicle. The vehicle was not exactly what I wanted, had too many issues. I wanted to negotiate
the price, the owners son was sitting behind me and the son looked at me and said NO, he
would not consider any offer other than what they offered it at. I could not believe what I was
hearing. I advised him that I would be paying cash no financing needed. I gave this information
off the bad. His dad had already told us that they had the vehicle on the lot for a couple of
months. I sure hope that he gave his young dumb son a lecture on how to treat the customers. I
will never use this dealership and I will be sure to pass along how sub standard their practices
are. I would not send my enemy there. They passed up cash. Recent Arrival! Showcase Honda
proudly serving the following communities Phoenix, Scottsdale. Went to check out a car. These
guys are [non-permissible content removed] - very misleading advertising. The Honda Civic is a
benchmark in the compact class, noted for its reliability. A wide range of models is available.
They're easy to drive, with ample windows that provide outstanding outward visibility. The Civic
is an enjoyable car to drive. We found ride quality solid but not overly firm, with less road noise
and wind whistle than is common for the class. The exceptionally stiff chassis gives the Civic a
solid and planted feel. The brake feel is solid as well. Thoroughly modern front and rear
suspension designs deliver impressive stability and certain steering response. The long
wheelbase smoothes the ride. Prices do not include additional fees such as taxes, title and
registration fees, finance charges, dealer document preparation fees, and emis. Vroom is a
national online retailer that allows you to shop thousands of high-quality vehicles online,
delivered straight to you contact-free. With Vroom, browse and shop through an extensive
inventory of low-mileage, competitively priced cars, and trucks available for purchase, with easy
online financing and new inventory added every day. Buy your next vehicle from Vroom, have it
delivered straight to you, and never visit a dealership again. Have a car to trade-in? Vroom
offers hassle-free, no obligation quotes and they will even pick it up. Learn more at Vroom.
Vroom only sells cars and trucks with clean titles, that are free of fire, flood and frame damage
and have accident-free CARFAX vehicle history reports at the time of purchase and sale. Every
Vroom vehicle must also pass safety, mechanical and cosmetic inspections before it is sold. If a
vehicle does not meet Vroom's retail standards, they do not list the vehicle for sale on the site.
Please do not bring us fake paystubs, our system has caught everyone prior to the sale1. We
proud ourselves in the quality of vehicles that we offer to our clients. We are here to serve our
customers and make their car buying experience unique. I'm very happy with my purchase.
Contact the dealer for delivery details, restrictions and costs. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Within 50 miles. Search radius. Home delivery available.
Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Type Sedan 1, Coupe
Hatchback Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 1, Manual Drivetrain Front Wheel
Drive 1, Cylinders 4 cylinders 1, Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings.
Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Five Star Dealer. Check Availability. New Listing.
Dealer Review: Went to check out a car. Prices do not include additional fees such as taxes, title
and registration fees, finance charges, dealer document preparation fees, and emis Dealer
Review: I contacted Ideal Cars and Tina answered my inquiry immediately, thus the 1 star.
Showing 1 - 18 out of 1, listings. Sign Up. Secure a refined ride with advanced driver-assist
features when you step into the latest Honda Accord sedan, available now. With three body
styles available and a range of fuel-efficient and sporty powertrains, the Honda Civic is the

compact car to beat, so test drive one today. Discover Honda's top-selling SUV with a tour and
test drive of the new Honda CR-V, sporting a spacious and refined cabin with the latest tech
features. Enjoy seating for up to eight in three roomy rows in your family's new Honda Odyssey
minivan. With advanced cabin technologies, what's not to love about this Honda? Honda of
Superstition Springs welcomes drivers throughout the Phoenix and Tempe, Arizona areas and
beyond to shop and visit our full-service Honda dealership. The team at our new and used car
dealership in Mesa, AZ is eager to find solutions to your automotive needs, so don't hesitate to
contact us for research, finance or service assistance today. Our conveniently located Honda
dealership boasts extended operating hours so that you can always find the time to drop by,
and we've made many of our services available right here on our website! Take a few minutes to
browse our online resources, including our array of new and pre-owned Honda automobiles for
sale , and be sure to give us a call with any and all questions. Our staff of auto sales, financing,
parts and service professionals looks forward to providing you with the information you need to
enhance your driving experience around Arizona and beyond! Our dealership has a fully
stocked inventory of brand new models to explore, so whether you're looking for a fully-loaded
Honda Civic or a spacious new Odyssey minivan, we have a stylish model in stock for you in a
variety of trims, colors and configurations! Learn about how you can trade in your current
vehicle to upgrade to one of our sleek new Honda automobiles for sale now; remember to
contact our team now or make use of our online resources! Get the auto financing that you need
to drive home in a new Honda Civic or Pilot when you contact our finance department today.
We'll review the steps involved in the loan application process and can even review your bad
credit financing options if you're working with a less than perfect credit score. Don't let past
financial mishaps to dictate your purchase of a new or pre-owned Honda; send over a
completed credit application via our secure Honda website now! Our in-house finance
department staff is here for you with a range of auto loan solutions. Bring your new or used car
over for an oil change or tire inspection now, where the factory-trained and certified technicians
in our service department eagerly await your arrival. Our services are competitively priced, and
we have a number of useful parts and service specials to take advantage of, which makes
staying on top of the manufacturer's recommended maintenance schedule a breeze. Contact
our service center team to get your appointment booked or use our online form to schedule
your Honda service today! Our Honda dealership near Phoenix, AZ has impressive pre-owned
vehicles to explore as well, so if you're in the market for a quality used car, SUV, minivan or
pickup truck that provides for both your comfort and safety while on the road, shop and visit
Honda of Superstition Springs now! Explore our collection of Honda Certified Pre-Owned CPO
models for a nearly-new version of your favorite Honda model, complete with an updated
factory warranty! We'll go over the multi-point inspection process of your used vehicle of
choice has endured and will get you set up with a test drive so that you can experience the
refined cabins of a pre-owned Honda for yourself. Why maintain or upgrade your Honda with
just any components when you can choose genuine Honda parts? At Honda of Superstition
Springs, our dedicated parts department carries the factory-replacement parts and authentic
Honda accessories for every Honda model, including yours! Contact our Honda parts
specialists today or send us a parts request online now so that we can start compiling the
correct parts for your at-home auto maintenance or vehicle upgrade. Remember that our Honda
service center is always available should you seek professional parts installation. Our new and
used Honda dealership in Mesa, AZ proudly serves drivers within our local community as well
as the nearby areas of Phoenix and Tempe, so don't hesitate to reach out to our team now! We
welcome you to explore our dealership services online before you visit us. Our dealership team
looks forward to learning more about your automotive needs and getting you behind the wheel
of a stylish new or pre-owned Honda soon. Start shopping on our website now, where you can
discover the value of your trade-in vehicle , schedule a test drive and so much more! Call Us.
Open Today! New Inventory. Used Inventory. New Specials. Certified Used Inventory. Schedule
Service. Your browser does not support HTML5 video. Value Your Trade. Search for Cars by
make, model, year. Pick A Model Accord. Honda Financial Services. Honda Services and Repair.
Quality Pre-Owned Vehicles. Quality Pre-Owned Vehicles Our Honda dealership near Phoenix,
AZ has impressive pre-owned vehicles to explore as well, so if you're in the market for a quality
used car, SUV, minivan or pickup truck that provides for both your comfort and safety while on
the road, shop and visit Honda of Superstition Springs now! Genuine Honda Parts Available.
Genuine Honda Parts Available Why maintain or upgrade your Honda with just any components
when you can choose genuine Honda parts? Shop Honda of Superstition Springs Today. Shop
Honda of Superstition Springs Today Our new and used Honda dealership in Mesa, AZ proudly
serves drivers within our local community as well as the nearby areas of Phoenix and Tempe,
so don't hesitate to reach out to our team now! Use for comparison purposes. Your mileage will

vary depending on how you drive and maintain your vehicle, driving conditions and other
factors. Model tested with standard side airbags SAB. These vehicles show consumers sample
vehicles that may be available. Pricing, Options, Color and other data pertaining to these
vehicles are provided for example. All information pertaining to these vehicles should be
independently verified through the dealer. Scott was on time and professional. So he was
unable to fix car. He did give me a quote. Thank you. Had an issue with my brakes and needed
an oil change. Scott was able to quickly identify the problem with my brakes. He called the
dealership to check if they had the parts I needed and picked it up for me. Very helpful and
professional. Benji got my car up and running in no time. He was very professional and
communicated what needed to be done as he did a free inspection for basic maintenance my
car might need. Will certainly ask for Benji again. He save me a lot of time and grief. I now have
a new car battery and peace of mind. On time, very professional. Explained work that needed to
be done thoroughly, without pressure to do any service I didn't want to have done. Showed up
on time. Very friendly and provide enough info about future repairs. Great experience! He
quickly identified the issue and even spoke to the mechanic I will need to go to the job requires
welding, which he cannot do onsite. He was also early for the appointment which was great!
Jason was great!! He answered all my questions and made it very clear what was wrong with my
car. Todd came on time as promised and fixed the problem in just couple of minutes! Great
service. Thanks Derek! Had issues with my Honda and he was able to come out and fix it no
problem. It's hard to find a mechanic you can trust and Derek is one that you can. Get a fair
transparent quote instantly before booking. CAR Honda Accord. CAR Honda Civic. CAR Honda
Fit. CAR Honda Pilot. CAR Honda Element. Average Rating 5. Number of Reviews Phone
Number 1 Address We come to you at no extra charge. Answers to common Honda questions
How can I stop my engine rattling? Answered by Michael. Let me start by saying that there
could be one or more issues contributing to a loud rattle and vibration. Diagnosing a vibration
and rattle are a hands-on ski
2009 chevy malibu high mount brake light
2000 honda accord body parts diagram
dryer part whirlpool
ll to determine the correct repair. There are two areas that should Honda belts engines motor
mounts Noises Civic Lots of noise when the engine starts Answered by Michael. Noises are one
of the most difficult problems to diagnose because they often only happen for a brief period of
time and sometimes only under certain conditions. The first thing that needs to be addressed is
whether the noise is Honda engines motor mounts Noises Civic Broke my AC with a rock
Answered by Rocco. I can understand why this situation would be such a disappointment.
Honda Accord air conditioning. Why is my interior falling apart? Answered by Rocco. While it
may feel that Honda may be the culprit, I have seen this issue not only with them but also with
other models throughout my career, and I have witnessed the frustration my customers have
experienced first hand. Honda Selling Interiors seats Accord Fast and easy Honda services at
your home or office. Get an instant quote Backed by month, 12,mile guarantee.

